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Inventory  
Control Form

SCHOOL CONTACT

I RECEIVED I AM RETURNING

SCHOOL NAME

____  Balls

____  Sets of Sticks

____  Ball Stands

___ _  High-speed Pump

___ _  Roller Duffle Bags

___ _  Pouch of Ball Plugs

Any Damages         NO        YES
(please note below)

NOTES:

____  Balls

____  Sets of Sticks

____  Ball Stands

___ _  High-speed Pump

___ _  Roller Duffle Bags

___ _  Pouch of Ball Plugs

Any Damages         NO        YES
(please note below)

NOTES:

Please complete and scan a copy to MARISSA@DRUM.FIT or take a pic and text Marissa at 512-379-9837
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RESERVE YOUR DRUMUNIT. 
Select your dates and complete your 
purchase which includes 2 weeks of 
DrumFIT equipment and video curriculum!

HAVE A BLAST 
doing DrumFIT with your students

LOG-IN TO ACCESS OUR LATEST VIDEO CURRICULUM. 
Project the videos onto a screen or wall for your class! DrumFIT videos are set to the latest, age 
appropriate music, taught by a master instructor, and follow P.E. curriculum standards. Each video 
works with students on flexibility, muscle strength/endurance and cardiovascular capacity!

KEEP IT! 
If you and your students loved DrumFIT too much to ever send it back, and want to keep DrumFIT at 
your school, we will credit 100% of your DrumUNIT toward the purchase or 1-year rental of DrumFIT!

RECEIVE YOUR DRUMUNIT SHIPMENT!
 DrumFIT balls  Drumsticks 
 Stands  High-speed inflator/deflators 
 Manual  DrumUNIT Guide

PACK IT UP AND SHIP IT BACK 
with the return label included with your DrumUNIT

drumunit

#1

#4

#6

#3

#2

#5

drumkit 30 
purchase price

$2000

$3400

$1000

$1000

$1000

$2400

drumunit 
credit

left to go before you 
have to ship it back!

drumkit  
1 year rental

drumkit  
purchase

drumkit 60 
purchase price

$3750

$5560

$1800

$1800

$2950

$3760

drumunit 
credit

left to go before you 
have to ship it back!

drumkit  
1 year rental

drumkit  
purchase

2 WEEKS OF  
UNBEATABLE FUN!

PRICING:  DRUMUNIT 30: $1000 DRUMUNIT 60: $1800

how It works

DrumUNIT is a FANTASTIC opportunity to introduce 
your students, principal, PTA and community to 
DrumFIT! DrumUNIT has everything you need to 
run an engaging program that your students will 
remember as the highlight of the entire year!

BEST  

VALUE!

BEST  

VALUE!
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 There are too many unhealthy kids  
  Unhealthy kids become unhealthy adults.   
 Kids who are healthy but do not implement  
 personal fitness into their lifestyle also become  
 unhealthy adults

The numbers DOUBLE as kids become adults. Kids 
may get physical activity in school as a child, but if 
they do not have sustainable personal fitness skills 
and strategies that translate to a healthy LIFESTYLE 
they are at the highest risk of becoming overweight or 
obese.  Introducing personal fitness at an early age, 
and teaching kids to LOVE cardio fitness is a skill that 
will benefit them for a lifetime.

Commissioner of Education Robert Scott said, “Texas 
is the first state to require an annual physical fitness 
assessment of public school students. Today’s 
research results show that improving our children’s 
physical fitness can have positive results not only for 
the children, but for the schools as well.”

The study found that cardiovascular health, measured 
by a walking/running test, had a higher correlation to 
school success than did the Body Mass Index (BMI), 
which is a measure of body fat based on height and 
weight, adjusted for age and gender.

UNHEALTHY KIDS  
BECOME UNHEALTHY ADULTS

HEALTHY KIDS  
ARE BETTER LEARNERS!

KIDS*
15.6% OVERWEIGHT

15.7% OBESE

ADULTS*
35.9% OVERWEIGHT

31.9% OBESE

* as reported by the CDC 

“

BeAt oBesIty! 
MAKE FITNESS FUN!

“This data confirms what we have always thought to be true -- that there is a strong 
correlation between a student’s fitness and their scholastic success. These results provide 
yet another incentive to reverse the health trends we are seeing among our youth. We need 
to move forward on this issue as if lives depend on it -- because they do!” 
 - Sen. Jane Nelson, R-Flower Mound,  
chairman of the Senate Health & Human Services Committee and author of the law establishing the assessments.
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WEB BASED VIDEO CURRICULUM
DrumFIT has been dubbed “the Netflix of P.E. 
curriculum” and we LOVE that! It doesn’t make sense 
to teach kids lifetime personal fitness strategies with 
archaic approaches using nearly obsolete technology! 

Gone are the days where people “pop in a DVD” 
to workout, and when given the choice, kids are 
most engaged by whatever new technology has 
to offer. Online fitness classes have sky-rocketed 
in popularity in the last 5 years with people 18-24 
years old, which makes web-based programs the 
next generation of FIT! 

We believe that infusing our program with cutting edge 
technology is a critical piece in equipping students with 
successful lifetime fitness strategies. 

Our web based curriculum is updated monthly which 
gives us the unique ability to deliver current class 
content and the very latest music available!

As important as technology is, there is no substitute 
for quality class content. Our classes combine what we 
have learned over the past decade teaching DrumFIT 
internationally, with tirelessly tested, innovative 
material so all you have to do is push play and GO!

CARDIO WORKOUT  
VS. CHOREOGRAPHY
Don’t get it twisted! DrumFIT is not about learning 
or executing choreography. We intentionally model 
our class curriculum after group fitness classes 
rather than dance class which removes the learning 
curve and keeps the feet moving, heart rate up, and 
engagement high! 

COMMUNITY VS. COMPETITION
“We are moving away from P.E., where really skillful 
kids dominate and those not as skilled stand by 
and hope the teacher doesn’t notice them,” says 
gym teacher Judy LoBianco Columbia High School in 
Maplewood, New Jersey, -Scholastic Magazine

Drumming traditions can be found in nearly every 
culture across the globe. Drums have unified 
communities of people throughout history, and 
schools participating in DrumFIT are no exception! 
There are countless competitive activities 
traditionally offered to students, but we take great 
pride in offering a community fitness activity that 
connects students through a collective rhythm!

LATEST AND GREATEST POP MUSIC
THIS IS THE SECRET SAUCE PEOPLE! We believe the 
magic is in choosing current, killer music! So often 
you find programs use the same tired music that 
kids tolerate, but don’t LOVE! We have seen what a 
significant difference it makes when you choose the 
best in popular music, which is why we have invested 
in licensing the most dope, age appropriate, heart 
pumping music of any program on the market. 

MOVE AND SWEAT FOR THE FUN OF IT!
BEWARE THE FUN SPONGE - it sucks the fun out of 
everything! We cannot emphasize the importance 
of fun in accomplishing our mission to teach kids 
to LOVE cardio fitness. DrumFIT lets students ENJOY 
moving their body! This is one activity where there 
are no scores, no points, no losers. Students “win” 
DrumFIT by having a blast and experiencing the 
benefits of an incredible workout. Fun is our priority, 
it is the heart of our company, and the cornerstone 
of our curriculum!

1 3

4

5

2

top 5 reAsons  
drumfit roCks! 
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Our DrumFIT stability balls are 
burst resistant up to 2000 lbs 
and 100% non-latex, assuring 
that they will be durable 
enough to sustain thousands 
of beats and bounces without 
worry of bursting!

Your entire DrumKIT is packed into 
a large duffle bag with wheels 
making it easy to transport and 
compact enough to store.  

DrumFIT stands are custom designed 
and made to not only be easy to 
assemble/disassemble and store, but 
provide another piece of equipment 
to use in our workout!  This stand 
is precisely the right height: short 
enough that Kindergarteners can 
reach the ball and tall enough that 
seniors do not have to crouch down. 

DrumFIT’s high speed pump 
makes inflating and deflating 
your DrumFIT balls a snap, with 
inflation only taking a quick 30 
seconds per ball! 

DrumFIT sticks are not your 
standard drumstick. Our 
drumstick is grooved and notably 
thicker than a standard stick 
to make it easier to grip and 
significantly more durable. These 
sticks are made of 100% Canadian 
Maple which does not splinter 
or break like a less expensive 
standard stick does.

Digital Manual and 
instructional videos to help 
you with set-up, classroom 
management, and more!

OUR MISSION: TO TEACH KIDS TO LOVE CARDIO FITNESS FOR LIFE!  
We pride ourselves on not just selling equipment, but providing a complete solution to accomplish this mission.  
We know this program is an investment, and we are committed to giving you everything you need for you and your 
students to see a return on your investment year after year.  Our DrumKIT includes high-quality equipment,  a 
curriculum license, and the support you need to implement this program successfully in your school or district!

1

1

2

2

4

4

3

3

5

5

equipment
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Kids need a fun full 40 minute 
workout, but it is time intensive 
to learn DrumFIT workouts and 
extremely physically demanding 
for teachers to lead a full day of 
aerobic workouts.”

Educators put such a large 
emphasis on the importance of 
introducing technology into the 
classroom. How can DrumFIT 
support this initiative?”

DVD’s are becoming obsolete, 
especially as a viable personal 
fitness strategy, and DVD’s 
cannot be updated with new 
content, material, or music. ”

In September 2016 we launched DrumFIT’s Play N’ Go 
web-based videos, which provide full 40 minute DrumFIT 
classes taught by a master instructor and include 
activities that improve flexibility, build muscle strength 
and endurance, in addition to a minimum of 20 minutes of 
fun, non-stop cardio in each workout!

Housing our curriculum on the web allows us to 
provide you with new classes monthly, implement 
the newest educational standards, and use the 
latest music kids love!   

Web-based workout videos have sky-rocketed in 
popularity in recent years and have replaced the home 
workout DVD. By streaming our workout videos in your 
class,  you are not only introducing technology, but are 
also giving kids a relevant personal fitness strategy that 
can be used both inside and outside the classroom!

YOU ASKED, AND WE LISTENED!

YOU SAID: OUR SOLUTION:

plAy n’ Go  
CurrIculum

“
“
“
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LEARNING OUTCOMES 
Each month, our videos are linked to the P.E. learning 
outcomes associated with the activities in the video to help 
you plan and check off what you have covered.  We carefully 
select, and creatively integrate the standards you need to 
teach into every class!

PERSONAL FITNESS 
The CDC recommends kids get 60 minutes of physical 
activity everyday.  Many states across the country have 
also implemented the FitnessGram program, and in light of 
this, we have aligned our curriculum to focus in the areas 
recommended by the CDC and measured by FitnessGram.

Each class includes a MINIMUM of 20 minutes of vigorous 
cardiovascular activity and additional moderate cardiovascular 
activity.  We include age appropriate movements to improve 
muscle strength, endurance and flexibility!

FITNESS AND FUN YOU CAN MEASURE! 
We know how much emphasis is put on measuring the progress 
and improvement of kid’s fitness and we want to help teachers and 
their students become as  successful as possible in this endevour.  
To accomplish this, we have implemented two new features into 
our program.

UPPER BODY  
Push ups, Lifting and  
lowering, Drumming

CORE  
Planks, Balance postures,  
Sit-ups, Oblique exercises,  
Leg Lifts, Bicycles

LOWER BODY  
Squats, Jumps, Lunges, Burpees

FLEXIBILITY 
Warm up and cool down,  
Stretching and Mobility exercises

AEROBICS

MUSCLE 
STRENGTH + 
ENDURANCE + 
FLEXIBILITY

  Jumping
  Dynamic footwork
  Galloping
  Skipping
  Shuffling
  Grapevine
  Hopping

plAy n’ Go  
CurrIculum Continued

#1

#2
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funD your 
DruMKit
We credit 100% of your DrumUNIT rental price toward the one year rental or full purchase of 
DrumFIT if you are able to raise the funds before or while your DrumUNIT is at your school. The 
key is to let everyone know you want to fundraise, invite key people to see DrumUNIT in action, 
and get those funds in the door before your return ship date! We would love it if we NEVER saw a 
DrumUNIT shipped back! Here are a few ideas on how to fundraise to keep your DrumUNIT!

#1 ptA
Let your PTA know that you would like 
them to invest in DrumFIT for your 
school. Invite them to come and see 
DrumFIT when your DrumUNIT arrives!

#2 CorporatE 
sPonsor 
Businesses often fund initiatives and 
DrumFIT is a great opportunity for them 
to invest in the health and wellness of 
the students in their community!

#5 Host A drumFIt pArty!
Charge at the door and let students and parents drum away! 
Glow in the dark parties are a blast and could get you that 
much closer to your fundraising GOAL!

#3 CrowdFuND!
This can be a great option for 
getting your parents, teachers 
and community involved in 
contributing toward the purchase 
of your DrumKIT!

#4 DruMFit 
funDrAIsEr
Plan a fundraiser so that you can 
keep your DrumUNIT set for LIFE!

2 WEEKS: DRUMUNIT

ONE YEAR EQUIPMENT RENTAL: SCHOOL MEMBER 
*( includes 1-year curriculum license)

KEEP DRUMFIT FOR LIFE: SCHOOL PARTNER 
*(includes 3-year curriculum license)

TOP 5 WAYS TO

3 ways
TO PLAY AND PAY!
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FundrAisiNg 
trAckEr

DRUMUNIT

DRUM 
UNIT30

DRUM 
UNIT60

ONE YEAR 
RENTAL

ONE YEAR 
RENTAL

KEEP IT 
FOR LIFE!

KEEP IT 
FOR LIFE!

NEED TO RAISE $1000
TO REACH THIS MARK

NEED TO RAISE $2400
TO REACH THIS MARK

NEED TO RAISE $3760 
TO REACH THIS MARK

YOUR STARTING 
AMOUNT

YOUR STARTING 
AMOUNT

$1000 $1800

$2000 $3500

$3400 $5560

NEED TO RAISE $1700
TO REACH THIS MARK

DRUMUNIT
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HOW DO I RESERVE MY DRUMUNIT?
Your regional sales executive will help you to reserve your date 
and handle the booking. You will select your preferred date and 
it will be confirmed upon receipt of your DrumUNIT payment.

 
CAN I DEFER MY PAYMENT UNTIL  
AFTER THE DRUMUNIT ARRIVES?
No, due to the limited amount of DrumUNIT sets available we 
require payment in full to confirm your date and to cover the 
cost of shipping the DrumUNIT to your location.

 
HOW DO I SHIP THE DRUMUNIT BACK TO YOU?
STEP ONE: When your DrumUNIT arrives you will 
inventory all the equipment and report the contents and 
any issues on the INVENTORY CONTROL FORM.

STEP TWO: SAVE THE BOXES that your DrumUNIT 
arrives in for return shipping.

STEP THREE: When it is time to return your DrumUNIT, 
you will re-inventory the equipment and fill out the 
RETURN portion of the INVENTORY CONTROL FORM.

STEP FOUR: After inventorying and packing the 
DrumUNIT back into the containers, you will pack them 
in the boxes they arrived in, attach the return labels 
included with your DrumUNIT.

STEP FIVE: Follow the instructions in your DRUMUNIT 
HANDBOOK to schedule a pickup from your school.
 
WHAT HAPPENS IF THE DRUMUNIT 
EQUIPMENT IS DAMAGED/LOST WHILE  
AT OUR SCHOOL?
It is extremely rare for our equipment to break, but we 
know accidents happen. We include 3 emergency sets of 
equipment with your DrumUNIT so you will have a complete 
set even if something was to happen. We simply ask that 
you accurately report and loss/damage to your kit so we 
may replace any equipment necessary for the next user. 
If your kit sustains significant damage or loss, you will be 
responsible for the cost to replace the lost/damaged items.

WHAT IF WE WOULD LIKE TO KEEP OUR 
DRUMUNIT LONGER THAN 2 WEEKS?
We would love it if we never got a DrumUNIT back! We credit 100% 
of your DrumUNIT purchase toward either a one-year rental or a 
full equipment purchase with a 3-year license. Your sales executive 
can assist you with pricing and purchasing your DrumUNIT set.

 
WHAT IF WE WANT A BRAND NEW SET  
AND NOT THE DRUMUNIT SET?
Should you want a brand new set of equipment you would simply 
pay to ship the DrumUNIT back, and the shipping cost for the new 
set to your school.

 
WHAT DO I DO WHEN MY DRUMUNIT ARRIVES?
Watch the DrumUNIT tutorial video for step by step instructions 
on receiving and returning inventory, equipment set up, classroom 
management, fundraising, and accessing curriculum videos.

 
WHAT IF WE RAISE ENOUGH MONEY TO 
RENT THE KIT FOR THE YEAR BUT WANT TO 
PURCHASE IT AFTER?
You can purchase the kit after your 1-year rental. Your sales 
executive will walk you through the process to purchase.

WHAT HAPPENS IF I HAVE  
TROUBLE ACCESSING THE VIDEOS?
After watching the DrumUNIT tutorial video should you have 
any problems you can contact our Sales Operations Manager- 
MARISSA@DRUM.FIT OR 512-379-9837

 
HOW CAN I FUNDRAISE  
TO KEEP OUR DRUMUNIT?
You will find successful fundraising ideas in the DrumUNIT 
HANDBOOK. Notify your sales executive if you intend to fundraise 
so they can help you with pricing.

If you didn’t see what you were looking for and still have 
questions, please email your sales executive or our sales 
operations manager MARISSA@DRUM.FIT OR 512-379-9837

fAQ’s
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Marissa@drum.fit
512-379-9837
www.drum.fit


